
Japan is ready to host

WorldSkills Competition 2028＊
Aichi, Japan 

* Japan is proposing to host the WSC2028 - The final decision will be made in September 2024

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

Linking skills for a sustainable future



- Japan, which is developed through skills and technology, is the 
country that embodies the mission of WSI 

- “Aichi Sky Expo” can be accessed from cities around the world
- Possess experience hosting large-scale global events, including 

three of WorldSkills Competitions
- One of the largest tourists’ destinations in the world with many 

attractive cities

Why in Japan?

- Provide a comfortable environment for all the competitors, with 
high operational capabilities and the best hospitality

- Ready to work with the WSI to develop future-focused skills 
around the world and contribute to the realization of  the 
WorldSkills Vision

- Enhance the global skills network and the international 
cooperation activities through the WSC

Optoelectronic Technology
46th WorldSkills Competition Kyoto

Aichi’s geographic position in Japan

Skill Analyzing Studio（SAS）
（Polytechnic University）

Toyota Commemorative Museum of 
Industry and Technology

Convenient access to Japan 
from many cities in the world

Vision of Japan

Experience of hosting WSCs - Japan



Competition Venue
- Aichi Sky Expo -

・Inaugurated in August 2019
・One of the largest exhibition facilities and the only exhibition 
hall with a customs free zone in Japan
・Directly connected to the Chubu Centrair International Airport
and 5 minutes walk from the terminal building
・Hosting the National Skills Competition events several times 
(2019, 2020, 2023, 2024 and coming 2025)

Aichi Sky Expo

National Skills Competition

Accommodation for the Competitors Located in 
the Vicinity of the Competition Venue

Convened under 
“Competitors First”  

policy 
at compact zone



Attractive Food Culture

Examples of dishes for Muslim travelers

Support for Participating Countries and Regions

・Japanese foods, Japanese cuisine is world-renowned , are 
savored
・Visitors are welcomed through the hospitality adapted to the 

various religious and cultural background 

・Courteous supports for smooth entry to Japan and domestic 
transportations

・Initiatives to facilitate competitions and to excite the 
audiences will be planned under coalition with business 
organizations and competiton stakeholders
・Excursions to enjoy Japan and Aichi, by visiting historical 

castles, industrial tourist facilities, and other typical 
Japanese sighseeing spots, will be offered


